A transparent, high-tech, adhesive film

All owners, captains and sailors who know the sales and sentimental value of their vessel and want to protect it by delaying signs of aging and preventing damage from the effects of the sea and of time. Paint and varnishes are the conventional solution for protecting boats and equipment from the rigours of the sea. They are difficult to apply, cannot be used everywhere and call for expertise; they are, therefore, only a partial solution to the day-to-day problems of a marine environment.

Uniflow engineers have been working on a new high-tech solution to provide transparent adhesive protection for those parts of a boat that need protection (upper hull, deck, structures, metal, aluminium, masts and parts in carbon fibre, etc.). The characteristics of this film (smooth with a fluoride upper layer), with its origins in the automobile and construction industries, are that it is long lasting and provides exceptional protection. Designed specifically for maritime use, it gives your boat an invisible second skin of unequalled resistance and effectiveness.

By working on the adhesive so that it is now capable of withstanding a maritime environment, Uniflow now proposes the best protection product for every single part of your boat.

Protector is a long-lasting, transparent five-layer film with a fluoride polymer base, with multiple uses. Coloured and white, the shine and intensity of surfaces are preserved for many years.
Advantages

Very high UV protection
Protects hulls and plastic structures from yellowing. Filters aggressive UV rays and preserves the intense original colours of the boat (navy blue, bright and intense colours). Your boat keeps its colour and original shine.

Protector

Anti-impact and anti-abrasion film
Upper layer of the film is elastic and resistant to impacts of all kinds and to abrasion. Ideal for areas where there is a lot of abrasion (fenders, movement of equipment and materials, etc.).

Protector

Easy and quick to clean
The very low surface tension of the smooth film with its fluoride layer makes it surprisingly easy to clean the boat (salts, pollutant particles, aerial pollution, hydrocarbons, signs of rubbing, greases, foods, etc.). Resists soft or salt water, detergents and alcohols.

Protector

Flame resistant B1, in accordance with standard DIN 4102.

Anti-glare effect, reduces solar reflections.

Very good resistance over time, more than 7 years of normal use can easily be achieved.

Just one universal film for all areas of the boat which need protecting. Identical protection for new boat and old boats (same levels of performance).

Very light film: a single application - 170 microns thick – excellent dimensional stability.

Protection for masts (carbon fibre, etc.) with Protector: very high efficiency.

Application of the transparent Protector film (170 microns thick) on the hull of the boat to protect against UV rays. Very easy to clean.
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